
Climbs and Regional Notes

This reorganised series of notes represents a combination of the former
Expeditions section, various regional notes and parts of Alpine Notes, and
is arranged, in general, from west to east or north to south as the case may be.

"Ve are greatly indebted to the various contributors named, but especially to
the following who have co-ordinated reports from particular regions: Colin
Taylor (the Alps), Henri Snijders (South Africa), M. Anufrikov and Eugene
Gippenreiter (Soviet Union), Trevor Braham and Kurt Diemberger (Hindu,
Kush) Jagdish Nanavati and Robert Lawford (India), Col James Roberts
(Nepal), Ichiro Yoshizawa (Japan), Warwick Deacock (Australia), Norman
Hardie (New Zealand), Kenneth Henderson (North America), Evelio
Echevarria C. (South America), and Ian Clough, Allan Fyffe, Tony Moulam
and Sean Rothery (British Isles).

Contributions for the next Journal will be very welcome, preferably by the
end of December 1969 (please see P 397).

Europe
Norway

LOFOTEN ISLANDS AND STETIND AREA

Manchester University Expedition 1968 (leader Dr Peter Hatton). Our
intention was to attempt some of the unclimbed faces reported by previous
visitors (see, e.g., Wayfarers' Journal, 1938, H. P. Spilsbury; and Rucksack
Club Journal, 1938, G. A. Deane). The achievements of the expedition were
overshadowed by the death of one of its members, Christopher Mitchell, who
was killed by a falling rock while attempting the first ascent of the West face
of Madslitind, Moskenesoy Island, Lofoten. However, a report of the faces
attempted and the potential of the different areas visited should be of general
interest.

The best region visited was Kirkefjord on Moskenesoy Island, which is com
paratively easy of access by coastal steamer and ferry and has many rock walls
of 1000-2500 ft, all unclimbed. Glaciation has made most of these into very
smooth problems indeed. During a week of excellent weather the first climbed
were the left-hand couloir of the East face of Breiflogtind, 761 m, which had
pitches of V, by K. Robson and E. Pegg; and the huge crack of the South
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82 EastJaceoJ Breijloglind The climber has completed the long traverse right,
and is now ascending corners on the right before rra,-ersing back into the
diedre

buttress of Peak 480 by J_]ones and C. iitchell. Both took about twelve hours.
The expedition subsequently climbed the East face proper of Breiflogtind,
the highest wall in the region (nearly 3000 ft) by the huge diedre which splits
its left side, clearly visible from the town of Reine. The diedre was gained by
a long rightwards travel across very smooth slabs, Vi [82], and was then fol
lowed to the summit, i -V. The route took A. G. Cram, lVI. P. Batton,
D. Barding and lVI. Harris ten hours_ The south end of ifoskenesoy was also
visited, but was found to be much less rocky in character.

On Ostvagoy, Lofoten, the North face of Rulten, 116o m, was attempted with
out success by Hatton and Harding. This area was found to be considerably
more vegetated than the Kjrkefjord region. The expedition then travelled by
ferry and hired boat to the mainland to visit one of the most impressive moun
tains in the world-Stedtind, 1381 m. The mountain has huge face on three
sides the orth face being nearly 5000 ft high. There is a meandering route
on this face and a considerable number of routes on the outh face and the
,;\ est shoulder, nearly all by Arne Naess. During the period of our visit the
weather was extremely bad and only the ordinary route up the outh ridge
was climbed and even this was iced (on 3 August).

The potential in these areas of Arctic orway for climbing is very high, as
the midsummer weather combined with the continuous daylight is often good
enough for the most difficult routes to be attempted. A. G. Cram
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ROMSDAL VALLEY

Mongejura West face. West diedre, first ascent. 19-21 and 23-26 August
1968. B. Thompson, J. Stanger, M. Burt. ED. Length: approach-2000 ft
(scrambling); face-1700 ft. Article and photo p 150 above. Technical descrip
tion. Approach from the Romsdal road directly below the overhanging arete
and up through very steep forest for 2+ hours to a 300 ft rock step. Climb this,
loose, IV and IV+, to the forested ledge beneath the diedre. Excellent bivouac
with water at the back of the diedre (2000 ft). Start on the left of the diedre on
easily angled rock fanning out from its back. The first pitches are loose and
vegetated. Climb slabs (Ill) to a short corner (IV and Ill) and a good ledge
(120 ft). Climb to a steep wall on the left via a jammed block (IV). Climb the
wall, V, until a swing right can be made to a steep corner (V+). Climb the
corner (IV+) to a stance and thread belay (120 ft) (Note: the line taken looks
the easiest way.) Climb the steep slab to a tree belay (IV) (50 ft). Climb short
wall on left (IV). Traverse right (Ill) to a clean cut corner-'the 35 ft corner'.
Climb this (AI, V) and traverse right to a good stance and pinnacle belay
beneath an overhanging crack (100 ft). Climb the wide corner crack (AI,
bongs) and the corner above (V+) to a good stance (80 ft). Climb steep slab on
left (IV+) to grassy ledge (first bivouac-poor) (40 ft). Take the corner on the
right (IV+) then the corner crack (A2, A3, loose, bongs) to a small roof. Pass
this on the left, then climb the corner and slab above (V+) to belay on a large
perched block (85 ft). Diagonally up the steep slab (IV) to a good ledge (good
bivouac site) (45 ft). Up a few feet to a crack then left round a corner for a few
feet (Ill, IV). Straight up on easier angled rock to perched blocks (IV) (60 ft).
Semi hand-traverse across wall on left (V) and continue easily to grass ledges
(Ill). Up grass and rock (Ill) to a block belay at the start of a very obvious
traverse line across the wall on the left (100 ft). Traverse the wall towards the
arete (V, V+, IV) for 120 ft then up slabs (IV) to a grassy bay (160 ft)-a
magnificent pitch, difficult to reverse. A steep corner (30 ft, V) then easily
along a grassy terrace (100 ft) to a big block below a huge detached flake
(second bivouac-good site). Squeeze behind the flake and make a short
sensational traverse to a diedre on the edge ofthe an~te. Climb this (AI, V) to
small ledges (130 ft). Continue the diedre (V, 60 ft) to a huge platform beneath
an overhanging wall (good place for a ball). The wall. This pitch is the whole
crux of the climb and required two attempts on the first ascent. Climb the
obvious crack (AI, A2) until it becomes vague then proceed on knife blades
and bolts (A3, A4) until it is possible to free climb to a good platform on the
arete (V+) (ten bolts and four or five pegs left in place). Traverse easily left
then climb the broken wall above to a steep corner of jammed blocks to a
grassy bay (IV, V) (150 ft). Climb corner on left then traverse left round a
corner. Traverse slab on left using undercut holds. Climb straight up to easier
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ground (V, IV, mixed). A superb pitch (120 ft). Scramble about 1500 ft to the
top over steep grass and rock outcrops (one or two hours). Water on the top in
small lakes. Descent. Walk 2 miles over easy ground to a huge gulley between
Mongejura and Kalskratind. Descend this to the main Romsdal road (four or
five hours from the top-extremely loose). Brian Thornpson

Stighorn South-west buttress. First ascent, Howard and Chadwick. TD.
A 2000 ft route on a now popular and accessible summit, completely free with
difficult route-finding. Seven hours.

Kvandalstind North-east face. First ascent; same party. AD. 2000 ft. A good
mountaineering route on an Alpine but seldom visited peak. Mixed rock
and snow with an unclimbed pinnacle en route. Three hours.

Finnan Pinnacles South ridges. Same party. AD. 400 ft. Two short pleasant
training routes in Alpine surroundings. One hour each.

Mjelva Crag First ascents of Central Diedre and North Edge by Tweedale,
Howard; and Chadwick, Howard, respectively. 1000 ft. VI inf. Two good
training climbs on a roadside cliff.

Trollryggen East pillar (photo: A.J. 73 [I)). This route (1958, VI, 6000 ft)
had its eighth to eleventh ascents in 1968. The ninth ascent was by W. Tweedale
and A. Howard with a orwegian client in d- days, the first VI to be guided
in Romsdal, while the tenth was an anniversary repetition by the first party,
Heen and Hoibakk, in twelve hours, its fastest time yet, Heen being 63 at the
time. Tony Howard

The Alps, 19681

MONT BLANC MASSIF

Mont Blanc Sentinelle Rouge. P. Braithwaite, A. McHardy and R. AinsEe
late in August in 6-!- hours to the summit. Conditions were poor with bare ice.
An avalanche swept the Great Couloir just after the party had left it.

I We are again indebted to Colin Taylor, Hon Editor of the A.C.G., for collating the
bulk of this information. A more comprehensive survey appears in the A.C.G. 's Alpine
Climbing, available from the Alpine Club and booksellers, price 5s.
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Mont Blanc du Tacul Gervasutti pillar. P. Braithwaite and A. McHardy in
9! hours without bivouac.

Mont Rouge de Peuterey South face by new route J. Brown, P. Crew.
August 1968. TD. 1100 m. Takes a parallel line to the Grivel-Ottoz route but
to the left of the huge central overhangs. The lower section up the depression
leading to the overhangs is IlI/IV solo climbing. Exit from the depression by
a steep chimney line on the left (IV/VI-very loose in parts). Continue more
or less straight up the steep slabs and walls above, zigzagging to find the best
route (IV, V). The final difficult section (V/VI, several pegs) lies up the left
hand part of the final wall. The upper section of the mountain is a maze of
complex aretes and gullies and route finding is difficult-(we were in mist
and got hopelessly lost-eventually traversing across to the Fauteuil des
Allemands). A useful low-level training climb, possible when high routes are
out of condition. We took about ten hours, but on a clear day and with better
luck with route finding six hours would be a good time. Peter Crew

Grand Capucin East face direct. A direct route was made by C. Mauri, A.
Anghileri, G. Cariboni, C. Ferrari and P. Negri at the end of June with two
bivouacs, using no bolts. Many other parties have attempted this without
success before.

Aiguille du Peigne descent. It should be stressed that the Peigne couloir is
dangerous in descent, and the alternative route described on p 189 of Selected
Climbs in the Mont Blanc Range, vol I, is preferable.

Aiguille Rouge de Rochefort South wall and South-east arete. First ascent,
12 August 1968. H. MacInnes and T. W. Patey. TD. 3000 ft. This is a long and
interesting route (the possibility of which is mentioned in Monte Bianco (1968),
vol. 2, P 106), in its upper two-thirds comparable to the South-west arete of
the Aiguille du Moine, and probably more frequently in condition than any
neighbouring route of comparable length. The smooth 600 ft wall at the bottom,
which forms the pedestal for the South-east ridge proper, provides. the hardest
and also least attractive climbing. Better and less vegetated alternatives may
exist, although we did not spot them.

Walk up from Planpincieux keeping to the right of the main stream, aiming for
the lowermost seracs of the Glacier de Planpincieux. Traverse horizontally
leftwards below the seracs, crossing several awkward rivulets to reach the base
of the wall (one hour).

Attack the wall by a grassy chimney fault line some 150 ft to the right of the
obvious central diedre. At 60 ft, where the chimney steepens, make a very
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delicate exit across the left wall (VI) to gain the rib on the left of the fault
which is climbed for a further 300 ft (pitches of V) to reach the start of a long
gently rising fault line which cuts rightwards all the way across the face by
short steps of IV- V and grassy ledges to finally peter out within easy striking
distance of a large grassy slope at the foot of the South-east ridge proper
(two hours). Up to this point the rock is very smooth, frequently vegetated
and the climbing is quite serious. Piton belays obligatory.

Now, however, the route changes character and the ensuing 1000 ft up the
narrow steep arete is a joyful romp on magnificent incuts. Every obstacle can
be tackled direct, no difficulties exceeding 111, but the climbing is always
interesting (one hour).

The easy middle section ends at the foot of the First Tower, climbed directly
up the edge, 80 ft (V). A short descent or abseil leads to the more forbidding
Second Tower of fine red granite. This is circumvented on the right by a slabby
couloir overlooking the glacier, and the arete is regained above the Tower.
When this steepens a 100 ft crack line leads to a spacious platform of piled
blocks above which the edge looks very hard. Instead, a narrow shelflet slants
down into the base of a long diedre overlooking the valley. Climb the diedre
for 10 ft then break out up the right retaining wall to regain the arete above the
impasse (V). Beyond a horizontal knife-edge a short vertical step is negotiated
by a 30 ft 'fissure en z' on its right (V sup.) This leads to the top of the Third
Tower and thereafter it is easy-going over another col to the main summit
(two hours). From Planpincieux, six hours, probably a fast time. Descent (by
the original West face route): follow the connecting ridge (North-east) down
the back to the first col. Turn off here and descend the West face, starting with
two 100 ft abseils down a steep jamblock chimney. Below this 1000 ft of easy
rocks lead to the chamois slopes at the base. This route, first climbed in 1899,

was the only previous recorded route on the mountain and must be very rarely
visited, as we found no abseil slings and only a single rusty tin at the summit.

TomPatey

Mont de Rochefort South-west face. First ascent, 14 August 1968. T.W.
Patey. D-by direct route taken. This takes a central line up the spur referred
to in Monte Bianco (1968), vol. 2, p 104. Gain the basin below the Glacier de
Rochefort either from Pavillon du Mont Frety by contouring the base of the
Contrefort de Jetoula (It hours) or from Planpincieux and the chalets de
Rochefort ascending on the left of the base of the Aiguille Rouge de Rochefort.
The South-west face of Mont Rouge de Rochefort is bounded on the left by a
long curving ridge (the South-west arete, which eventually culminates at an
isolated point to the North-west of the true summit), and is transected at mid-
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height by a wide snow-slope which abuts against the South-west an~te. The
route proper starts from this snow-slope, and is gained by ascending the
South-west an~te for 1500 ft to a point where an easy horizontal ledge leads
across to the snows (one hour).

From the top of the snow slope gain the broken rib in the centre of the upper
face. This rib goes all the way up the face gradually becoming more defined
and culminating in a fine 600 ft spigolo leading directly to the highest point of
Mont de Rochefort. Up to the base of the spigolo the rib is followed more or
less directly by occasional pitches of Ill. The spigolo is of steeper clean cut
rock and the first 100 m contain pitches of V sup., V and V, the easiest route at
the start going obliquely up the left hand flank for 60 ft and then turning
straight up as far as the first notch. The spigolo is then climbed directly up the
blade edge, by pitches of IV until an elegant knife-edge connects to the summit
(11- hours, solo). Time from Pavillon Mont Frety to summit, four hours solo.
Descent: traverse the summit cockscomb ridge to the isolated point aforemen
tioned and descend the South-west an~te initially on the left side (facing down)
then for a considerable distance on the right flank and finally return to the
left side to regain the mid-way snow-slope (one hour, PD if the main difficulties
are skirted). ote: the South-west face offers several easier alternative lines
of AD standard, but these are neither elegant nor direct, and would not
merit a visit for their own sake. Tom Patey

Grandes Jorasses Walker spur. P. Braithewaite and J. Markes (D.S.A.) in
July. During their bivouac below the Red Tower, heavy snow fell and they
had an electric storm on the way to Courmayeur.

An Italian climber, Alessandro Gogna, made the first solo ascent of the 'Walker
on 8 July 1968, nearly thirty years after the first ascent. Gogna left the Leschaux
hut soon after midnight, began the climb at 4.45 am and reached Courmayeur
the same evening. The three great North faces, Matterhorn, Eigerwand, and
Grandes Jorasses have now all been ascended by solitary climbers. (Source:
Alpinismus, October 1968.)

Aiguille du Dru Bonatti pillar. Early in August, D. Scott, D. Nichol, M.
Harris and R. Heppelthwaite (with one bivouac near the shoulder). In August
P. Braithwaite and D. Barton (the latter gashed his arm severely when he
pulled a block out of one of the higher chimneys, but the party still managed to
reach the shoulder to bivouac).

Aiguille de Triolet North face. M. Valiance and A. Edmonds on 22 July in
161' hours. The line of the second ascent was taken. Above the level of the two
little rock outcrops, the section up the snow-ice rib and the traverse to the
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foot of the seracs was straightforward but steep. Here a vertical pitch of 60 ft
led to the top of the serac barrier. The final ice-slope was long and covered
with dry powder snow and seemed the hardest section. A broken crampon
caused a lot of delay and the party bivouacked in a bergschrund at the Col
Superieur de Triolet. The route was subsequently done by N. Estcourt and
M. Kosterlitz in twelve hours, the Burgess brothers, R. Ainslie and M. Reeves
in sixteen hours on 28 July. The vertical ice-pitch was avoided.

Les Courtes North-east spur. J. Wilkinson and K. Cartwright (4i hours),
R. Ainslie and Akiri (Japan), J. Jordan and another.

VALAIS

Mont GeM de Durand North face. This route should be done very early in
the morning, and if possible at the beginning of the season when there is still
plenty of snow to bind the rocks. Start to the left of the snow couloir (route No
568, Guide des Alpes Valaisannes) situated to the east of the bergschrund. After
four rope lengths on loose rock with some lichen, traverse 40 m right across a
dangerous couloir, and then continue upwards for four rope lengths (IV) to
reach the central arete. Follow this to a rock step, turned on the right, and
continue climbing trending right to the summit cross, on very steep snow
covered slabs, cut by two diedres (V). Five hours; 760 m. Hubert Bruchez

Pointe de Mourti I did a new route on the South face of the North Summit
on 6 October with my client Urbain Kittel. Leaving the Moiry hut at 5am, we
were delayed by new snow on the glacier, and did not start the climb until9am,
reaching the summit at Ipm. This route of about 350 m is on good rock and on
account offacing south can be in condition at both ends of the season. Standard:
D, several pegs.

I also did a new route on the West face of the South Summit with my colleague
the guide Genoud Guy (Vissoie) on 14 October. Started the face at Ipm;
summit at 4pm. This route also is practically always in condition. Standard:
D, several pegs. Joseph Savioz

BERNESE ALPS

Doldenhorn North face. Stimulated by the new guide-book (Bernese Alps
see P 379 below), Eric Wallace and I did this on 5 August 1968 and found it an
impressive ice route. After crossing the double bergschrund at 6am, hazardous
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on account of the new, deep, soft snow, we soon found ourselves on ice as the
face steepened. We crossed the first ice-runnel leftwards and started using
ice-screws for belays. A second runnel with steep sides persuaded us to move
straight up its edge to the rocks of the first barrier, which we passed on our
right by a steep step in the runnel. The concave slope steepened further as we
approached the second rock barrier, just below the summit; and after six
hours on front crampon points we felt as though on an endless steep slab climb,
especially as the upper rock barrier appeared to overhang us, accentuating the
exposure. The guide-book time of eight hours is about right, and I can certainly
recommend the route to ice enthusiasts. Ray Colledge

Eiger Two new routes were made on the Eiger during the summer of 1968.
On 28 July a Polish party of four (K. Cielecki, T. Laukajtys, R. Szafirski, A.
Zyzak) started up the North face 500 m west of the North buttress, which
separates the Eigerwand from the North-east face climbed by Lauper and
Ziircher in 1932. After climbing some 450 m the party traversed to the left,
crossed the buttress diagonally upwards and continued in the same direction
until joining the Lauper route 500 m below the top, which was followed to the
summit, reached at 5.30pm on 31 July. Three bivouacs and a fourth on the
descent. Good weather throughout.

On 30 July T. Hiebeler, F. Maschke and G. and R. Messner reached the foot
of the North buttress at about 5.oam. Climbing between the Lauper and
Polish routes, though following the latter for a very short section, and subse
quently keeping much closer to the crest of the buttress than the Lauper route,
they reached the summit after two very uncomfortable bivouacs at 4.30pm
on 1 August. Conditions after the first bivouac were bad with several storms.
While having certain similarities to the Eigerwand, the difficulties of this route
are less (in good conditions, IV) and it is incomparably less dangerous. In
favourable conditions the ascent should require scarcely more than a day.
(Source: Alpinismus, September 1968.)

BREGAGLIA

Piz Badile New route on North-east face. 8-9 July. R. J. Isherwood and M. J.
Kosterlitz. Article pI; technical note A.J. 73. 254.

Piz Cengalo North ridge. Same party in si hours

Pizzo Zocca, West-south-west antecima East-south-east ridge, Cresta
della Rosa Rossa. First ascent, 10 August 1968. K. I. Meldrum, I. Roper;
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N. A. J. and Mrs Rogers. TD inf. 2500 ft. A good serious ridge climb. From the
Allievi hut, follow the Sentiero Roma, round the Paravicini ridge and head up
steeply into the couloir to the right of the ridge. Climb up past a little rock step
into a snow-basin at the foot of the main couloir (crampons useful). Cross this
and gain the foot of the first tower over easy slabs and ledges. The first over
hanging section is avoided by a grassy ramp to the right. Climb an easy chimney
(Ill) and traverse back left up a little gangway and round the crest to ledges
above the initial overhangs. Climb up easily to where the crest steepens. A
difficult crack in the nose (V sup.) may be avoided by an easier crack 15ft to
the right (IV sup.) which leads onto a slab. Above, a crack, difficult to start is
followed by a step back onto the crest which..is followed for 100 ft (V). Step left
and trend right (IV sup.) over slabs to the foot of a steep slab with flaky holds,
which leads (V) to easy rock, followed to the top of the first tower. The next
three small towers are turned on the right, by the crest, and on the left respec
tively to arrive at the foot of the steep-looking, second large tower. Climb over
easy blocks and by a short, steep corner to a large glacis on the right of the face.
A steep crack is followed by a diedre which steepens at the top (V). Easy rock
leads to the summit of the tower. Follow the crest, and then easy ledges low
down on the right to reach a short snow arete. Turn the next tower on the left
and follow easy but steep rock (steps of Ill) to just right of the summit. Pull
over the final overhang to the top (IV sup.) Eight hours from the foot of the
couloir. Descent: down the long and easy ridge to the Bocchetta di Zocca.
This can be lengthy in bad conditions. An ice-axe is useful in the couloir.

Nigel Rogers

Punta Baroni (quota 3200) East face (via Senza Sole). First ascent, 6 August
1968. N. A. J. Rogers, I. Raper, K. I. Meldrum. TD. 1200 ft. The route takes
the obvious line of chimneys slanting right from near the centre of the foot of
the face, to finish on the col to the north of the summit. From the Allievi hut,
follow the Rasica glacier past the easy couloir running down from the Boc
chetta di Baroni. Continue up steep snow under the face of the Baroni until
level with the foot of the (true) left wall of the couloir running down from the
col between the Punta Baroni and the Cima di Castello. Scramble up left over
easy slabs to gain a terrace, which is followed right to below the foot of the
obvious line of chimneys. Gain the foot of the chimneys (IV) and climb them
for 140 ft (IV sup.) to a ledge, above which the chimney narrows and overhangs.
Move right for IS ft and climb a shallow groove over two bulges, for 130 ft
(VI; four pitons) to finish on a good ledge. Regain the chimney on the left
and follow it for 140 ft to a niche (V then IV sup.). Leave the niche on the left
to reach an amphitheatre with neve (IV). Climb the crack 20 ft right of the
chimney for 30 feet (V); move left and continue up the cracks and diedre to
exit left (V; three pegs-one left in place). Slant right above the stance and
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make the easiest way to the col (450 ft; steps of In and IV). Ten hours from
the start, for a rope of three, in poor weather. Descent: easily, via the South
face and Bocchetta di Baroni. Crampons and axe are useful. Nigel Rogers

EASTERN ALPS

Oberreintalturm Gonda diedre. P. Nunn and C. Woodhall, during an ex
change visit organised by the D.A.V. This route was for many years considered
one of the hardest free climbs in the eastern limestone areas.

DOLOMITES

Brenta Alta K. Hipkiss and R. Harper did the North-east face (Detassis
route) in July, and also the Oggioni-Aiazzi diedre, finding the latter the harder
and more serious. The Detassis route was also done by C. Phillips and another.

Monte Agner North face. R. Lake and M. Mortimer did the 1921 Jori route
on 31 JUlY-l August in fourteen hours with a bivouac near the top (article, p
36 above). In the last four years at least three very good British parties have
had to retreat from this 6000 ft face in bad weather.

Sass Maor East face. Same party

Civetta, Torre Trieste P. Braithwaite and R. Jenkinson did the Cassin
Ratti route, finding that many of the pegs had been removed from the top
section.

Cime Grande di Lavaredo Saxonweg. M. Harris and another. It is reported
that another party stripped a line of bolts on one pitch, so new bolts may need
to be inserted.

Spain

Ski-touring in the Sierra Nevada Though access is simple from Granada,
the Sierra was not traversed on ski until 1952. It is, however, natural ski
touring terrain. Mulhacen (3481 m) and the half dozen others peaks over 3000

m are all ski mountains, while one or two ridges-the Tajos de la Virgen
(Precipices of the Virgin) and the series of crests that link Veleta (3428 m) with
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Mulhacen-offer mixed snow and rock routes suited to a ski-mountaineering
expedition. There are four huts, normally used only in summer, strung
approximately along the 3000 m contour. Sleeping bags, fuel and provisions
must be carried. There is no water. At the end of March 1968 P. Gibson, C.
Gibson, and I climbed Veleta and traversed the Tajos de la Virgen. Two locals
accompanied us as guide-porters. Though they had little experience of
mountaineering, their knowledge of the range in summer was useful. Un
fortunately conditions were exceptional and unseasonable, with sheet ice or
wind-crust, and very cold. Storm obliged us to abandon the ascent of Mul
hacen, and we were lucky on the fifth day, having completed a shortened traverse
of the range, to pull out southward in a btizzard that was destined to last a
week. In more normal conditions, and preferably in April or May, this wild
Sierra would offer attractive ski-ing. Since the range rises like an isolated white
whaleback between the Mediterranean and the parched, brown plateau of
central Spain, the views are astonishing. Northward, and far below, lie the
towers and orange groves of Granada, while the Moroccan Rif is sometimes
visible on the southern horizon. See the Sunday Times, 28 April 1968 for a
fuller account. Robin Fedden

Corsica

Two Corsican classics Of all Corsica's fine mountains the most astonishing
must be Capo Tafonato, with its vast hole (about 100 ft wide and 40 ft high)
piercing it directly below its southern peak (see A.J. 43.249 for photo). When
we saw it in June 1968, mist was blowing through it from the far side, which
heightened the bizarre effect of this attempt by nature to mimic a Henry Moore
sculpture. The central part of the mountain is a narrow flake-like structure,
culminating in a sharp summit ridge which is traversed in the classic expedi
tion. It attains 2343 m (7687 ft) and is one of the major Corsican peaks. The
traverse of the ridge from north to south (right to left in the photograph) was
pioneered by Finch and his party in April 1909, though they found abseil
slings in position at the southern end according to The Making ofa Mountaineer,
p 28. In summer conditions it is a straightforward AD, and is enthusiastically
described in Michel Fabrikant's guide-book, Le Massif du Cinto. After the
hole the traverse provides a straightforward and most enjoyable climb. A
rising shelf leads from the hole to the right-hand skyline and passes round onto
the far (west) side of the main peak, which is finally reached by a short smooth
wall. This commands a stimulating view of the towers and pinnacles to be
traversed southwards. The first of these, the Pointe Finch, turns out to be an
impostor of no difficulty. A steep and exposed wall with good holds then leads
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to the southern summit, which is the tip of the great mass suspended over the
hole. From here on the rock is rotten and demands care, the ridge being very
narrow, but the abseil point at the southern end is soon reached. Plenty of
rope should be carried, since the abseil is nearly 100 ft; and unless exactly the
right line is taken, not easily judged from above, a good deal of it is free. Finch
describes making this descent in two parts with a belay half-way on 'a large,
rusty iron nail' which was found in place. For fine rock scenery and airy posi
tions this traverse can be warmly recommended.

The other classic route which bears Finch's name is that on the East face of
Paglia Orba, the Voie Finch. Viewed from the direction of the Grotte des
Anges the shapely profile and precipitous East face of Paglia Orba show them
selves off well. Near the summit this face overhangs, the whole peak giving the
impression of having been pushed over towards the east. From this side it
earns its title of the Matterhorn of Corsica, though its southern buttresses are
easy-angled. After the charming ascent through the forest among the great
pines, with which most Corsican expeditions begin, the route leads arduously
up the slopes to the foot of the eastern cliff. A chimney system on the right
hand (northern) side is followed straight upwards, except for a short left
handed detour where a hand-traverse is needed to re-enter the main chimney.
This gives access to the Vire Finch, a narrow terrace running leftwards across
the face, broken in places but without serious discontinuity. The positions here
are excellent, with the vertical cliff below, the overhanging summit above, and
good views across the range to Monte Cinto, the highest point of Corsica. Some
way short of the skyline the terrace leads into a steep chimney at the top of
which is the Breche des Anglais. From here a few short but fairly vertical pitches
lead from ledge to ledge till one reaches the summit rocks and the plateau-like
top of the peak. There are several ways of descent, but it would be a mistake to
take the shortest, which follows the Foggiale chimneys on the south side. No
one should miss the descent by the West ridge, which gives much the best
views of Tafonato and its hole, with a decorative foreground of towers and
pinnacles.

The centre for these climbs is Calacuccia, whence the road to the Grotte des
Anges is carrossable to a point just beyond Calasima. The Grotto itself is not
an attractive bivouac, since it is not cattle-proof or, therefore, clean-though
beside it there is an unfurnished wooden hut, and there are nearby camp sites.
Moreover it is low, and only half-an-hour's walk from the roadhead. But many
routes radiate from it and in a sense it is the hub of the area. The weather in
June is not unduly hot, since mist tempers the midsummer sun on most days.

H. W.R. Wade
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